Optimal codesign of nonlinear control systems based on a modified policy iteration method.
This brief studies the optimal codesign of nonlinear control systems: simultaneous design of physical plants and related optimal control policies. Nonlinearity of the optimal codesign problem could come from either a nonquadratic cost function or the plant. After formulating the optimal codesign into a nonconvex optimization problem, an iterative scheme is proposed in this brief by adding an additional step of system-equivalence-based policy improvement to the conventional policy iteration. We have proved rigorously that the closed-loop system performance can be improved after each step of the proposed policy iteration scheme, and the convergence to a suboptimal solution is guaranteed. It is also shown that under certain conditions, this additional policy improvement step can be conducted by solving a quadratic programming problem. The linear version of the proposed methodology is addressed in the context of linear quadratic regulator. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed methodology is illustrated through the optimal codesign of a load-positioning system.